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------------------------------------------------------------------------***------------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT: Data mining is passed down to arranged with
the data stored in the backend to extract the required
information and expertise. It has number of ways for the
finding data; association rule mining is the very robust
data mining approach. Its main work to find out required
hidden pattern from bulk storage. Authors go through
with many techniques out of them frequent pattern
growth is effective algorithm to extract required
association rules. It examines the directory two times for
handling. FP growth algorithm has some concern to
generate an enormous conditional FP trees. Authors
introduce a new technique which extracts all the frequent
item sets without the generation of the conditional FP
trees. It also catches the frequency of the usual item sets
to extract the required association rules. This paper
present a survey for Association rule mining.
KeywordData mining, Association rules, Apriori
Algorithm, FP Growth Algorithm.
1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining refers to the process of extraction or mining
expertise from data storage. In this (Association) data
mining suggest picking out the unknown interconnection of the data and concludes the rules between
those items. Its aim is to find out striking correlations,
persistent patterns and association among set of item in
the storage. It is used in all real life applications of
business and industry.
Association rules illustrate how frequently items are
bayed together. E.g., an association rule beer => chips
(80%) tells that four out of five customer that bought
beer, they bought chips too . such rules may become
useful for decision regarding product pricing,
promotions, store outline and many others.[3].
Data mining encompasses many different techniques and
algorithms. They differ in the kinds of data that can be
analyzed and the kinds of knowledge. representation
used to convey the discovered knowledge. In this paper,
we review these techniques briefly and highlight the
interestingness concept defined to overcome the huge
number of patterns induced as a result of the mining
process. We also review the categorization of the
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interestingness measures and give numerous examples
in the literature.
Extraction of Knowledge in databases (KDD) refers to
the overall operation to find out useful knowledge from
data, and data mining refers to a particular step in this
process. KDD involves many steps including preparation
of data, selecting & cleaning, data mining and proper
interpretation of the results of mining.
The data mining step is the adequate of previously
unknown, valid, interesting, novel, potentially useful, and
understandable patterns in big storage. The knowledge
that we seek to discover describes patterns in the data as
opposed to knowledge about the data itself.
Classification rules, association rules, clusters, sequential
patterns, time series, contingency tables; summaries
obtained using some hierarchical or taxonomic
structure, and others. Association rule mining is done to
find out association rules that satisfy the predefined
minimum support and confidence from a given
database.[1]. The problem of finding association rule is
usually decomposed into two sub problems:
(a) Find all Frequent Item sets using Minimum Support.
(b) Find Association rules from Frequent Item sets Using
Minimum Confidence
1.1 Data Mining Techniques
Knowledge or Information for decision making in a
business is very poor even though data storage grows
exponentially. Data mining also known as Knowledge.
The Knowledge extracted allows predicting the
behaviour and future behaviour .This allows the
business owners to take positive, knowledge driven
decisions. Data mining is applied on various industries
like aerospace, education etc.
Knowledge is extracted from the historical data by
applying
pattern
recognition,
statistical
and
mathematical techniques those results in the knowledge
in the form of facts, trends, associations, patterns,
anomalies’ and exceptions. There are some areas where
we will apply Data Mining.
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Knowledge Presentation: Knowledge Presentation
uses visualization techniques that visualize the
interesting patterns and helps the user to understand
and interpret the resultant patterns.

Pattern
recognition

Data Mining

Statistics

Applications
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There exists many other algorithms for mining of
frequent item sets viz., Apriori and Eclat, FP-Tree growth
algorithm pre-processes the database only twice as
follows: an initial scan of the database determines the
frequencies of the items. All the uncommon items -- the
items that do not appear in a minimum number of userspecified transactions -- are discarded from it as they
cannot be a part of frequent item sets.

Figure 1: Uses of Data mining
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2.1 An optimized algorithm for association rule
mining using FP tree

The KDD process is ultimately data mining methods to
extract patterns from data. Each method has different
aim, which decides the outcome of the KDD process
entirely.
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The main idea of the paper is to design a technique for
association rule mining which reduces the complex
intermediate process of the frequent item set generation.
Through this work Authors aim to design a technique for
association rule mining to reduce the no. of times the
transactional database is scanned, reduce the no. of
conditional pattern bases generated, and remove the
generation of the conditional FP trees. There are three
steps involved in the proposed technique.
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Figure 2: Process of Data Mining in KDD
Data Pre-processing: Data Pre-processing generate real
time data for the mining process.
Data Mining: Data Mining is application of intelligent
methods that extract data patterns.
Pattern Evaluation: The patterns that are generated by
the data mining are evaluated for the interest according
to the target business problem.
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In this paper Author conclude that Association rule
mining has a mentionable amount of practical
applications, including classification, XML mining, spatial
data analysis, and share market and recommendation
systems. In this work, with the help of the a new
improved FP tree and a new Frequent Item set mining
algorithm, we are able to save a lot of memory in terms
of reducing the no. of conditional pattern bases and
conditional FP trees generated.[1]

|

Step1: we scan the database one time to generate a Dtree from the database. The D-tree is basically the replica
of the database under consideration.
Step2: using the D-tree and support count as an input
we construct a New Improved FP tree and a node table
which contains the some nodes and their frequencies.
Step3: The traditional FP growth algorithm needs to
generate a large number of conditional pattern bases
then calculate the conditional FP-tree, to avoid candidate
generation.
2.2 Mining Association Rules Using Modified FP
Growth Algorithm
In this paper Author concludes that Determining
frequent objects (item sets, episodes, sequential
Patterns) are one of the most important fields of data
mining. It is well known that the way candidates are
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defined has great effect on running time and memory
need, and this is the reason for the large number of
algorithms. Authors presented frequent pattern mining
is expecting transpose representation to relieve current
methods from the traditional bottleneck, providing
scalability to massive Data sets and improving response
time. Many existing algorithms are based on the two
algorithms and one such is APFT, which combines the
Apriori algorithm and FP-tree structure of FP-growth
algorithm. To overcome the limitation of the two
approaches a new method named APFT was proposed.
The APFT algorithm has two steps: first it constructs an
FP-tree & then second mines the frequent items using
Apriori algorithm. The advantage of APFT is that it
doesn‘t generate conditional & sub conditional patterns
of the tree recursively and the results of the experiment
show that it works fasts than Apriori and almost as fast
as FP-growth. Author proposed to go one step further &
modify the APFT to include correlated items & trim the
non-correlated itemsets. This additional feature
optimizes the FP-tree & removes loosely associated
items from the frequent itemsets. Author call this
method as APFTC method which is APFT with
correlation.[2]
2.3 Market Basket Analysis using Association Rule
Learning
In this paper Author concludes that a group of customers
is going to purchase can be very useful for the retailers.
These results could also be helpful in determining which
products appeal each other so that they can be put
together in a market in order to increase the sales. For
the same reason, we have proposed a novel data
structure, frequent pattern tree (FP-tree), for storing
compressed, crucial information about frequent
patterns, and developed a pattern growth method, FPgrowth, for efficient mining of frequent patterns in large
databases. Using the inputs of the support and
confidence values, we obtain the output in the form of
association rules of the item sets to be purchased thus
depriving the patterns. For the same reason, we have
proposed a novel data structure, frequent pattern tree
(FP-tree), for storing compressed, crucial information
about frequent patterns, and developed a pattern growth
method, FP-growth, for efficient mining of frequent
patterns in large databases.
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Figure 3: Generation of Association
3. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
An ample of research work is going in field of association
rule mining and various authors have proposed different
algorithms in this field. Still there exist many problem
and demand in this field which need to be solved in
order to get complete advantage of Association Rule
technique. A graph based clustering with affinity
propagation. That find a new way to clustering document
based more on the keywords they contain document
based clustering techniques mostly depend on the
keywords. The work is modifying the FP-mining
algorithm to find the frequent sub graph with clustering
affinity propagation in graph. Data mining is the current
focus of research since last decade due to enormous
amount of data and information in modern day.
Association is the hot topic among various data mining
technique. Traditional FP method performs well but
generates redundant trees resulting efficiency
degrades.[1] To achieve better efficiency in association
mining, positive and negative rules generation helps out.
Same concept has been applied in the proposed method.
Results shows that proposed method perform well and
handles very large size of data set. Aim of Authors to
improve the Apriori-Growth algorithm such that it
determines the frequent patterns for a large database
with efficient computation result.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced Enhanced-FP, which does its
work without any complex data structure or prefix tree.
Its main strength is its simplicity. There is no need to rerepresentation of transactions. By comparing this
frequent item set mining algorithms Apriori and FPgrowth and Enhanced-FP, the strength of Enhanced-FP is
analyzed. Enhanced-FP clearly outperforms Apriori and
FP-Growth. It is faster than Apriori and FP-Growth and is
not expensive like FP-tree. Its Transactional database is
memory resident. Association is the growing topic
among various data mining technique. In this article
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Authors proposed a hybrid approach to deal with large
size data. Proposed system is the enhancement of
frequent pattern (FP) technique of association with
positive and negative integration on it. Traditional FP
method performs well but generates redundant trees
resulting efficiency degrades. To achieve better
efficiency in association mining, positive and negative
rules generation helps out. Same concept has been
applied in the proposed method.
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